Many readers have asked for
technical details on printing processes and terms mentioned in
TPA. I always hesitated to answer
these requests within the pages of
this magazine, as my command of
English is too limited for detailed
(technical) explanations.
Now I think I have found a good
solution for this “problem”. An
old article which not only explains
all “modern printing processes”
used before 1912, but which provides also some interesting historical information and, of course
the personal/actual opinions and
trends of the British authors of
that time.
Comments received in the meantime refering to Colour Printing
part 1 – 3 in previous TPA issues,
show that I am on the right way.

COLOUR P RINTING
THE VARIOUS MODERN
PROCESSES (C.1912)
“NORIS”
platen press
for litho work
(37 x 53 cm)
Built by “Steinmesse & Stollberg”, Nürnberg
Advert c. 1900

THE M ULTI -COLOUR PROCESS
A F RENCH I NVENTION
During recent years there have been many
attempts to print the three colours of this
process simultaneously on one machine. At
first almost all the effort was in the direction
of working by rotary methods; that is – printing on a continuous roll of paper, running
through a press having as many pairs of cylinders and inking sets as colours were required. But the difficulties encountered – particularly those of registering curved plates on
cylindrical bases and the production of these
curved plates of a sufficiently fine quality –
have so far proved almost insurmountable;
and although several gallant attempts have
been made, so far no efforts in this direction
have produced good results, and experience
suggests that too much was being attempted
at one stage.
Some ten years ago a clever French engineer,
M. Lambert, invented and introduced a flatbed multi-colour press, capable of printing
three or four colours at one operation. This
press consists of one long bed or table, which
moves horizontally, carrying four forme beds,
to each of which there are the necessary independent sets of inking apparatus. Above

I am going to reprint most of this
comprehensive article. Unfortunately the names of the authors
are not mentioned. Some (company/artist/publication) names the
writers refer to are unknown to
me. But I strongly believe that this
article will answer many questions, puts some light on the economic/technical situation in the
(art) printing business of that time
and has also some entertaining aspects (from today’s view).
For illustration I have chosen
some cards / printing trade adverts from my collection.
Con’t from TPA 16:

this long bed and in gear with it are mounted
the four printing cylinders at convenient distances apart. The sheet is laid to the first cylinder either by hand or with an automatic
feeder, and after being carried over the first
forme the sheet is transferred by travelling
grippers to the second cylinder and so on
through the machine, until the three or four
colours are added to the sheet. It is then delivered to a pile at the end of the machine
complete.
To watch such a press at work receiving clean
white sheets at the one end and delivering
the finished product at the others is a most
fascinating sight, and represents one of the
greatest triumphs of the printer’s art and engineer’s skill that has been achieved in recent
years.

L OW

COST OF

P RODUCTION

It is not at present possible to produce the
very finest work by this simultaneous method of printing, but a really good standard is
attained and a fine average quality of work
turned out. The great advantage of this multicolour press lies in the low cost at which large
quantities of good useful colour work can be
produced, and this is mainly due to two rasons: – (1) That ordinary flat plates, either
originals or duplicates, can be used. (2) That

Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Half of stereo card no. 30 ilustrated:
Where the Type is Set
The Composing Room is one of the
busiest workrooms in the City of
Chicago, anf here are employed
more than one hundred skilled
printers who set the type used in
the printing of all our catalogues,
big and little, and all the blank
forms and stationery used in our
business. ......
The enormous
amount of labor required to produce our Big General Catalogue ....
with its 100,000 price quotations,
its 10,000 illustrations and 1,200
pages of descriptive matter is entirely made over twice a year.....
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Harry Potterton kindly supplied a
original copy of “ T H E T I M E S ”
(No. 40,000 - Printing Number)
from Tuesday, Sept. 10, 1912.

< Part 4 >

a press which prints all the colours within a
fraction of a minute permits one to work large
sheets of paper without the trouble which under ordinary circumstances would be met
with in the matter of registration. By way of
explanation it may be said that if a large sheet
of paper, say 50 in. by 40 in., be printed in one
colour on one day, and the second and third
colours added on subsequent days, the paper, owing to the changing atmospheric conditions which prevail here, frequently stretches or contracts to such an extent that it is not
possible to make the second or subsequent
formes fit or register on to the first. The multi-colour press, finishing as it does the entire
printing in a fraction of a minute, does not
give time for this stretching or contraction of
paper and hence the large sheet can be handled with any degree of safety, that three separate machines with feeders and pressmen
to each would be required to produce the one
complete sheet, and that on a multi-colour
press sheets 60 in. by 40 in. with all three colours can, when once made ready in register,
be run by one capable pressman, it will be at
once seen that in wages alone the saving is
very considerable, in addition to which the
speed and capacity for production is immensely increased.
The Lambert Press has now for some years
been working the three-colour process by
the multi-colour method in this and other
countries. There are already one or two other installations which produce similar work,
by means of ordinary single presses coupled
up tandem fashion, and it is probable that
the success attending some of these ventures will result in a still wider use of the
process. It would appear to be quite a feasible scheme to produce a weekly illustrated
paper in colour. The illustrated weeklies are
already feeling the pressure of the illustrated dailies to such an extent that it is likely
that some advance, probably in the direction
of colour, will be necessary for them before
very long, and whilst ultimately the rotary
principle may be applied for this purpose, it
is, in the writer’s opinion, far more likely that
the first coloured weeklies will be produced
on multi-coloured flatbed machines and that
in the not far distant future.
è

Otto Schloss, Berlin
was finally identified by Hans
Strassberger, München. “OS”
on printing stone logo as illustrated here and another with the letters
“O.S.B.” inside shield, which I haven’t seen
so far. Schloss was a publisher and printer and
specialized in (better quality) greeting and art
cards, mostly embossed, with gold applications/embossing and/or glossy finish. The firm
resided at Magazinstr. 15 + 16. Exact data
when it was established and how long
Schloss was in business not yet found. My
1898 printers directory does not list OS, but
Christa Pieske writes in her book “ABC des
Luxuspapiers”, that the publisher (?) Otto
Schloss (also written “Schloß”) applied for
panorama cards with hand colouring to be
Berliner Luxuspapier-Fabrik

Heymann & Schmidt,
Berlin
Schönhauser Allee 164 -165.
Establ. on Oct. 1, 1878. Spec.
chromolitho printing, poster,
cards, reliefs. Another of the big
Berlin based “deLuxe Paper ”
manufacturers, whose product
range always included cards for
all occasions. Illustrated are their
most popular logo’s. The bigger one always
found on top of dividing line. H&S did a lot of
export, especially to the U.S.A. By 1921 (now
a joint-stock company) this firm still employed 500 workers and had 20 chromolitho
presses running; and some other 23 machines for post-print processing. In 1928 H&S
were still around with a workforce of 250

** * **

TRADEMARKS & INITIALS
IDENTIFIED
entered in DRGMS register in 1897. She
also writes that Schloss was still found in
the 1921 Berlin register of companies.
Well, he is not found in Klimsch printer
addressbook 1921 edition. Otto Schloss
exported a great deal of his cards. Have
seen samples with English, various eastern European languages, Hungarian captions on. He is the source of many today
wanted embossed chromolitho greetings
cards. I believe Schloss is responsible for far
more quality greeting cards as known now,
especially for the US market. Illustrated is a
(un-numbered) christmas card, not p/u but

because of dividing line position to be dated
from 1906/07. Chromolitho printed, then
coated with heavy glossy coating and contours being golden embossed into the glossy
coating and not much into the card board,
for easy writing on address side. Unusual!

people, chromolitho (12)
and offset (2 presses) now
specialized in posters, calendars, (art) pictures,
package printing. It is the
last addressbook entry I
found. Probably the jointstock company collapsed
during 1929 world economic crisis (?). Working
condition were not good
at H&S; was several times
under strike. Child with
flowers p/u 1914 in Hungar y. Boxed H&S logo.
“Birthday Greeting”, p/u
1914 in U.S., glossy coating, embossed, all time
seller. With bigger H&S
logo imprinted.

Robert Kathmann & Co.,
Leipzig, hides behind the “Rokat” Logo.
“Kopal” was formed

by the names of both owners. The full correct name of this firm reads: Koch & Palm,
Chromolithgr. Kunstanstalt, Buch- und Steindruck, Neuenteicherstr. 23, Elberfeld. Established on Oct. 1, 1849. Owners
since January 1896: Fritz Koch and Dr. phil. Johannes Palm. Again
this (quite old) firm is more a “Luxuspapierfabrik” with a full
range of (paper) products incl. greeting and “art” cards. The
last mention of KOPAL in literatur dates from 1914. Logo was
identified by Henk Voskuilen, before I found it also listed in
Christa Pieske’s reference book. Illustrated below: left a landscape view, collotype printed with heavy finish, KOPAL no. 827,
p/u 1907 and on the right, a New Year’s card, quality chromolitho
work, embossed, no. 1441 and p/u in December 1913.

Again a play with the name of the owner. A
“Luxuspapierfabrik” and chromolitho printer
residing at Elisenstr. 25-29. Established in 1862 and Robert Kathmann
being the owner since 1868. Manager was a Eduard Winkler. Specialized
in greeting / postcards and godparent certificates. In 1921 the owner was
a Erich Bleyl, employed 60 workers, had 3 chromolitho presses and 28
other machines. Early 1930’s the printing plant had changed to 2 platen
presses, 1 offset and 2 chromolitho presses. 40 workers. The “Birkner”
Paper Trade addressbook 1938 has the same entry, and surprisingly the
“Polygraph” 1950 addressbook still lists Kathmann & Co., owner Erich
Bleyl, same production means but 45 workers. Illustrated are two common examples p/u in the early 1930’s. Both printed by offset process and
the christmas card with thick glossy coating and golden ornaments embossed. Earlier cards are said to be of very good quality. Unfortunately I
have none at hand. Most “Rokat” cards I
have seen show a card number found
on the right hand of the logo. All cards
have “Import” imprinted, so Kathmann
produced also for abroad markets. Identification was made possible with help
by Henk Voskuilen.
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C OPPERPL ATE P RINTING
AND L ITHOGRAPHY .
I NTAGLIO P RINTING M ETHODS

Two “athletic” ladies: é Märry Neander posing in a quite uncomfortable looking way in front of a painted studio background. Märry
Neander, which I strongly believe was a stage name, was a “ExcentricSoubrette” according an imprint on address side. She was a member
of “Flatten’s Burlesken-Ensemble”. Sorry, but this information makes
me laugh. It sounds so oldfashioned and odd, but perhaps I simply
don’t understand what this is all about. Nevertheless, Märry (Mary) was
a sporty person . Well coloured halftone printing by the firm of
“Hermann Ludewig” from Leipzig. Postally used in May 1912.
è “Barbes” was surely again a stage name, although her “stage” offered only limited space. I understand this lady to have been a female
wall-of-death-rider or so. Unfortunately I know almost nothing on this
sort of (fun-fair) attraction. The card shows “Barbes” at work and closeup on her special-designed motorcycle. Both photos are only of average quality, that’s why I illustrate the card almost in original size. This
b/w collotype card was produced by “Kunstanstalt «Angeros»”, BerlinNeukölln in the mid/late 1920’s. Not p/u. Does anybody know “Barbes”?

ç German warplane Junkers Ju 86 K in the air. I must say I know
only little on flying war machines. The only book I have on WW2
(war) planes lists two other Junkers models. Ju-87 K better know as
“Stuka” (dive bomber) and the Ju-88 A-4, a bomber (a German-American construction by the way!) of which a total of 15,000 were built
during WW2 years. But what was the Ju 86 K ? I hope some of our
specialized collectors can help with information. This card (not p/u)
was photographed by “H. Schaller” and published as real photo card
no. 2149 by “HORN” from Gotha. This publishing house (establ. in
1898) published large series of “Wehrmacht” (photo) cards.
è French pilot Eugène Renaux, winner
of the race Paris – Puy-de-Dôme flying a
plane constructed by “Maurice Farman”
is seen here in flight at Clermont-Ferrand
(Aérodrome des Gravanches). 40,000
applauding spectators also also mentioned. (Oh boy, I only wish my French
would be better!) French aircraft constructor/pilot Maurice Farman is best
know for his (biplane) seaplanes. The
first model tested successfully in 1910.
Eugène Renaux flew a M. Farman biplan
during the Seaplan Competition of Monaco (March 24 -31, 1912). The winner
flew a model designed by Maurice’s
brother Henry Farman. Renaux on place
two. There was a second seaplane race
in August 1913 at/to Deauville. Maurice
Farman had two biplanes in this competition, one flown by Renaux, the other
by Gaubert (2nd/3rd place speed race)
and both 1st place long haul flight. - Card
p/u as German fieldpost in Nov. 1914.
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The intaglio methods which enter into printing processes are both numerous and important. To enumerate them will show that they
are largely the source of the finest and most
beautiful examples of monotone work. The
varieties of intaglio engraving and etching are:
Copper and Steelplate Engraving, comprising visiting cards, wedding cards, many
menu cards, cheques, society emblems,
company certificates and coupons, cotton-reel labels, ornamental work, maps,
Ordnance Surveys, charts, monograms,
arms, trade-marks, views, stamps, postcards, all of commercial application:
“copperplate engravings” of pictures and
portraits, and the elaborate plates which
were the basis of the once famous art of
Baxter.
Stone Engraving, the Continental and American counterpart of copper and steelplate
engraving in Great Britain.
Etching, the companion art of many oil and
water-colour artists.
Aquatint Etching, whereby books were illustrated, and now used in some forms for
colour work.
Mezzotint Engraving, the process of the portrait engraver.
Music Engraving
Photogravure, the photographic imitation of
mezzotint.
Rembrandt Photogravure, the mechanical
imitation of photogravure.
Renaissance Photogravure, a further modification of the Rembrandt process.
Most of these methods are in daily use, and
contribute in an incalculable degree to make
the printing art so beautiful. Of these the last
three are considered separately under the
heading of Photo-mechanical Intaglio Engraving.

C OPPERPL ATE E NGRAVING
This engraving is divided into commercial and
pictorial. The latter section may at times embrace engraving of pictures and portraits, in
which the modes of engraving may be separated into linear, stipple, and chalk or grain:
and there have been pictorial engravers who
adhere to one mode throughout the whole
of their works. The majority of pictorial productions, however, are the result of a combination of methods. Sometimes the line engraver will introduce stipple, or stipple and
grain; or it may be that etching, aquatint, and
mezzotint are called into requisition separately. But pictorial art, so well illustrated by the
subscription engravings, has not been called
upon during the past 15 years, owing to the
progress of photographic methods. Apart
from this skillful mode of engraving, the ordinary craftsman, known as a pictorial engraver, has to produce the delicate and detailed
work required for views, buildings, trademarks, postage stamps, portraits, and ornamental work so largely in use; while the commercial engraver is employed upon writing
and lettering, labels, and all the more or less
stiff line work which forms the basis of not a

few printers’ staple industry. Not perhaps
quite in a separate class, but still of specialised character, are the map engravers, the
height of of perfection in which is reached in
the Ordnance Surveys. The average public
has probably no conception of the labour
expended upon these 2s. 6d Ordnance sheets
which show in accurate detail every building
and footpath, every lake and rivulet, and all
the contours of elevation of the surface of the
district at the time of the survey. But, after the
survey party has completed the topography,
and the geographical draughtsman has reduced it to an intelligible drawing, the copperplate engraver studiously executes the
lines for the roads, paths, cities, towns, villages, watercourses, and so forth, finally
putting in the lettering which adds the public
value to the undertaking. In this task the engraver has spent may be 12, 15, or 18 months
upon one single plan. Still the work is far from
complete, for another engraver has to produce another plate, in which the mountains,
hills, and valleys have to be depicted by a
certain class of line engraving; and he, too,
may take 15 to 20 months to complete this
elaborate work. The remaining colours,
sometimes four or five in number, have to be
prepared upon separate plates; the whole
being printed by an intricate series of careful
registerings of one printed sheet upon all the
other plates. It is not to be wondered at that
if a survey party commences work upon a
district it will most probably be five or six years
before the survey is published.

left as a burr on the
lines are scraped off or
planed off by the use
of a ver y sharp flat
tool.

The art of engraving is performed by the dexterous manipulation of the burin, a tool of
highly tempered steel, having a fine cutting
surface or point. The tool is mounted in a
small circular-faced handle, but with about a
third of the handle cut off straight, parallel to
its face diameter; by this means the tool can
be used, almost touching the surface of the
copper plate, along its length, the force for
cutting being exercised by the “circular” face
of the handle bearing against the palm of the
hand. The plate is placed upon a leather pad
or cushion, so that it may be easily revolved
whilst the tool is forced forward, thus facilitating the engraving of a curve. This same
manipulation is the basis for the use of the
various burins, and other tools, to complete
the work. The engraving is actually the cutting or scooping out of the metal. when the
engraving is finished the raw edges of metal

The inking and printing of copperplates has
been and is largely at present a tedious oneman operation. The plate has to be inked and
cleaned for each print, and pulled through a
press at a comparatively slow speed. In a
measure, this has been improved by the introduction of machinery. The earlier forms of
machines of 1885 and 1888 have been the
incentives for the much improved types of
machines made by the Johnstone Die Press
Company, and more recently by Messrs.
Waite and Savill, J. Richmond and Co., and
Linotype and Machinery (Ltd). With these mechanical helps copperplates, specially cut for
the purpose, can be printed very efficiently
at 1,000 to 1,200 per hour. The work produced
by these machines is very brilliant and has
the appearance of die stamping. The prints
produced are not only from lettering, but include pictorial engraving.
è

M ETHOD OF
P RINTING
To print from such
a plate, the ink,
which may be practically any pigmented mixture, is dabbed
well into the work all
over the plate, and
allowed a little time
to dry. The plate is then wiped very carefully
with a rag; the cleaning being completed by
judicious wiping with the thick part of the
palm of the hand. The clean plate is placed
on the iron table of the copperplate press, the
card or paper is placed on the plate, the paper is covered with a fine hard blanket, and
the table is drawn through between two iron
rollers. The pressure exerted is considerable,
and is adjustable. In this manner each print
from a copperplate is produced.
The preliminaries of making a highly finished
sketch, waxing the plate, blackening the wax,
retracing the sketch, and the use of ruling
machines are adjuncts which are self-evident.
In all printing methods the same degree of
accuracy is necessary in all the preliminary
stages of producing the actual printing surface.

Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Half of stereo card no. 31 ilustrated:
Type Setting and Type Making
The printing industry has passed
through a wonderful evolution
within the past twenty years. The
methods in use today in the manufacture of all sorts of printed matter are radically different from
those employed even ten years
ago.......Nothing can be more fascinating than the operation of
these automatic machines; they
display almost human intelligence
and the observer can readily believe that their gradual evolution
from the first idea of fifty years ago
has cost millions of dollars.....
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C OLOUR P RINTS
Pictorial engraving as one of the fine arts,
with its subdivision into line, stipple, and
chalk modes of execution, has a further
application in the method adopted of using
wood mezzotint, or stipple and line engravings, or chalk engravings, or a combination
of methods, as the basis for colour prints
which was, and probably is to-day, the most
attractive form of coloured engravings yet
produced. In modern times this art was revived by Messrs. Macmilillan and Co.’s publication of the colour prints of the eighteenth century. The method adopted was to
use photogravure plates made directly by
photographing the originals, thus retaining
the true form and details of the artists’ work.
The production of this work – the first in the
modern revival – was carried out with great
care and judgment. The prints themselves
stand as monuments of the power of rendering true copies, by a mode as similar as
necessar y to that originally employed. In
this fir m’s later publications, such as
“Emma Lay Hamilton”, may be found the
results of copying both colour prints and
paintings by the same mode. The production of the paintings is at once striking and
attractive. Although a colour print method
has been employed, there has been a special treatment given to these plates, making them much more truly representative
of paintings than is generally the case with
colour prints. In the production of their
works since the first, in 1899, Messrs. Macmillan have largely employed mezzotint as
the base instead of photogravure.

T HE D EMAND

FOR

G OOD P RINTS

The demand for such prints was soon recognized by other art publishers, notably
Messrs. Henry Graves and Co., who in their
early work in 1902 used mezzotint as the
base. But to them it soon became apparent
that pure engraving or etching was not suitable for the variety of subjects which they
published. They resorted to a mixture of
modes, just as the famous copperplate engravers had done, with the result that pictures like those by Sir Thomas Lawrence
could be copied more truly. The copies
which have been made from the picture of
the Earl of Stafford’s Children, from pictures
in the Bartolozzi style, from Turner’s “Fighting Temeraire”, from the “Lady Peel”, and

lastly, from the “Lady Carlisle”, all show
how well the mixed method meets the nature of the original, and finally, what success can be attained. A series of copies from
Downman’s sketches, with appropriate
French framings, are excellent. Even pencil drawings have been copied in a manner
unequalled by photography.
If it were necessar y to enlarge upon the
modern prints of this style, the publications
by Messrs. Frost and Reed, from plates
made by Miss E. Jowett, represent some of
the brightest as well as the most attractive
prints that have been made.
Whichever basis be used – photogravure,
mezzotint, or mixed engraving – the ultimate treatment for obtaining the colour
print is the same. The engraved plate is thoroughly cleaned, and by the use of small
dabbers and pencil stumps the various coloured inks are worked into the plate in their
respective places. Such plates must be
inked by artistic craftsmen, and may take
hours to complete before one print can be
taken. The print is simultaneous colour impression, and bears all the distinctive marks
of fine mezzotint, copperplate engraving, or
etching.

S TONE E NGRAVING
As a means of producing fine work, copperplate engraving has maintained a very
strong hold upon the British printing craft,
notwithstanding the fact that Germans and
Frenchmen have from time to time come
into Great Britain and have practised the art
of stone engraving, which is a method that
gives greater freedom to the engraver and
a character to the print seldom excelled by
copperplate engraving. The great use of
stone engraving on the Continent and its
subsequent adoption in America have not
changed the British preference for copperplate work. At present there are probably
not more than six houses in the kingdom
where stone engraving may at times be
practised. (...)

M ACHINERY

FOR

E NGRAVERS

Although copperplate engraving is an art
craft, it has been found essential to assist
the handwork by delicate and accurate apparatus for much of the mechanical engraving, both for plate and stone. The chief item
is the ruling machine, whereby straight lines
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Half of stereo card no. 33 ilustrated:
Where the big catalogue is printed
This view through the center aisle
of our press room in the Printing
Building is but a glimpse of the
largest private press room in the
world. Each of these great presses
receives the paper from a roll and
prints, folds and delivers five thousand thirty-two-page sections of
our Big Catalogue ever y hour.
These great automatic machines,
the most modern of their type, are
run by electricity .... produce in a
single day thirty thousand copies
of our twelve hundred-page catalogue .... six million per year ...
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may be cut at varying distances apart for
skies, buildings, backgrounds, and letter
shading. This form of machine has been
made more comprehensive, and is now
obtainable as copying machines and pantographs. The latter is perhaps one of the
greatest improvements and aids that the
engraver has at his command. It is by such
machines that medals may be accurately
copied by the manipulation of an index
point or stylus over every detail of the original. Pantographs also – especially those
eloborate machines made and worked
solely by Mr. Thomas Macdonald – have
placed at the disposal of engravers the
means of obtaining copies of plates or original designs in any shape either larger or
smaller than the copy. Such machines, too,
are the source of the well-known “engineturnings” – elaborate waved, crossed, and
ornamental work of geometrical nature so
much in use upon cheques. (...)

A QUATINT
The aquatint method gives an artist considerable play for his skills, the difference being that the etcher starts with a clean plate
and has to produce everything he wants,
while the aquatinter commences by laying
a “ground” on the plate, of resinous matter,
which when warmed reticulates, leaving
the plate bare between the network. The
bare plate is then etched to produce the
very lightest tints. After stopping the etch,
portions may be covered with an acid-restiting varnish and a second etch administered. By a continuation of these processes
of stopping out and etching a picture of very
high merit is produced, having a wash or
tint appearance.

RÖDER
NOTES
by the Editor
I don’t wish to comment George Webber’s “Röder Notes”
on previous pages at this place. Please note the paragraph
on page 2: “. . . are not necessarily those of the editor.”
I had prepared a article with plenty of illustration on Röder
sample cards/ printing process names/-qualities. However,
it needs too much space and best would be to show it in
colour. I give priority to research on “Knackstedt & Näther”,
Hamburg. This does not mean that I have dropped Röder
research fully. I discovered something which has to do with
the “Double-Numbering” appearing on some of the earlier Röder printed cards. It has also to do with George
Webber’s “J” register theories. In some early cases George
has treated these double numbered cards as “J” register
cards with prefix “J” being left out. Has he changed his
mind in the meantime?
Röder double number cards show a regular number at
the common down right hand position on address side. A
second lower number is found at down left hand position. At first (amateurish?) sight the left lower number appears to be the first (original) job number, and the other,
higher number that of the reprint. Always relying on the
Röder numbering system to be strictly consecutive.

M EZZOTINT
Of the copperplate engraving methods, this
stands out alone as an artistic and highly
skilled method of production, whose adherents are so few that it is seldom seen in
modern times. The process of production
is unique, being the reverse of general practise. For mezzotint the plate must be granulated evenly all over, so finely that when
an impression is pulled it gives a matt
velved solid black all over the paper. With
a plate so prepared, the mezzotinter, with
but few tools, – burnishers and scrapers –
proceeds to flatten the grain or scrape it off
in certain parts, until the picture grows out
of the darkness. The plate is a delicate production, and, like an aquatint plate, will not
permit of a ver y large edition of equally
good prints. A mezzotint engraving is often
used as the basis for “colour prints” in the
recent rivival of that art.

Amsterdam - Prins Hendrikkade, publ. by
local “The International Trading Company” which was a good customer of Röder. On address
side down left we find Röder process name “Photo-Lila”
and no. 13438. At regular position a higher no. 20185.

M USIC P RINTING
The last and least artistic of the intaglio
methods of engraving is music. Some fine
works have been printed entirely from engraved copper plates, but this expensive
method has been superseded almost exclusively by lithographic printing from transfers
pulled from punched (intaglio) pewter
plates. The outfit of a music-punching artist includes the form of note, the stroke, the
clef marks, sharps, flats, complete alphabets, and so forth. By punching into the soft
pewter the whole “work” is produced uniformly. Seldom, if ever, is an edition printed from such plates, the general practise è

In an card lot supplied by Jim Ward, I found 2 Dutch
cards also published by “Int’l Trading Co.”, Amsterdam. Both have a number on left hand corner ONLY. And
both are definitely non-Röder because they were printed
by Photochrome process, something Röder never did. Also
the entire layout is different. Shown is Amsterdam, Heerengracht with no. 12006. Have another with 12061 on. The
left number on Röder double numbered cards for “Int’l
Trading Co.” appears to be a publisher (card) number as
my (earlier) Photochrome printed cards now prove!!

I am now the proud owner of a copy of the official “BUGRA 1914” exhibition catalog (Internationale Austellung für Buchgewerbe und Graphik, Leipzig). 1st edition contains about 670 pages, plenty of valuable information
for research, and also the above illustrated full page advert of C.G. Röder,
Leipzig. The design of this ad makes already clear where Röder’s main
focus was: sheet music printing. “World biggest sheet music printer”. And
book/magazine printing. But under the ‘Collotype-Dept.’ we find also picture postcards (Ansichtspostkarten) listed plus several other products done
by this process. Workforce at the Leipzig factory in early 1914 was 1,200
people. Plus Röder branches at Berlin, London, Paris, Vienna, Budapest
and Brussels. We already know that the British, French and also the Berlin
branches were also factories, not just warehouses or offices. An impressive company size indeed.
An entry in a 1921 German printers addressbook lists some data on their
printing machine equipment. Röder had in this difficult post-war times –
seen from the economic view – 35 large format letterpress machines, 31
collotype presses, 73 sheet-music rotation presses (not newspaper rotation, meant are today used (cylinder) printing press models and not the
earlier flatbed constructions) 65 (copper) gravure and chromolitho
handpresses. 1130 workers were employed at the Leipzig factory. To my
surprise all the above mentioned branches in Berlin as well as in the other
countries are still listed. Postcard printing is also mentioned again. As we
now know Röder started to export ppc’s to Canada in the early 1920’s again.
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NOTE

❶

“EDELDRUCK” (TPA 16)

Chris McGregor has found a Portugese card
with “Edeldruck” printed on it. In addition it
has a ver y crude handstamp “Printed in
U.S.A.”, superimposed on it. It seems to me
that the “Edeldruck” was put on by Röder and
that the drude overstamp was put on later by
the Portugese publisher. Both Portugal and the
USA were neutrals in the first years of WW2.
I imagine the Portugese guy merely overstamped his Röder product with “Printed in
USA” when the American fleet was in town!

NOTE

❷

Imp. C.G. Röder, Paris (TPA 16)

Helmfried illustrated Röder numbered cards
22 766 and 22 770, both for Persia, with the
Paris attribution. I have a similar card 22 763
for Persia, with a PU date of 17 November
1902. Post card collotype printing is specialised and needs skilled staff and machines,
who are used to the process. I cannot see that
the Röder Paris printers would want to do this
“one off ” job.
It is clear to me that the Röder no 22763 is the
usual Leipzig based “work in progress”
number. It fits exactly into the known Leipzig
schedule. If it really was printed in Paris, surely it is very strange that it has a Leipzig based
number on it? Röder had a music and book
publishing business in Paris and I guess the
Paris outfit merely took the order and passed
the printing over to Leipzig. They probably
picked up the order through the close connections that the French had to the Arab world.

è Note 4:
Barbados with full OLM
name imprint, 692:04
printed by Röder

NOTE

ç Note 5:
Röder printed cards
for Glückstadt &
Münden, Hamburg,
have a ✕ beneath
the Röder number. I
have shown cards
with a “155”, used
similarly for an Australian publisher.
I guess these marks
were useful for assembling complete
orders?

(Ed. note: Reproduced from poor quality photocopy; see
enlarged stamp box area).

Post WW2 Röder (TPA 15)

Many congratulations to Henk Voskuilen in
finding these post WW2 Röder printings. A
long time ago Chris McGregor listed, fo rme,
a Canadian card with the number 774 654 on
it. Röder was well into the 600 Thousand region in WW2. The only possibility was that
this was a post WW2 printing. From Chris’s
notes the card was Canada, Province of Quebec, Rimouski, Vue Prise du Fleuve, published
by “Nova” in black and white collotype. I have
not seen the card, but it might be interesting
to look out for anything more in the 700 Thousand region?

NOTE

❹

OLM – Kaffir-hut (TPA 15)

Helmfried has pointed out that a Röder
number of 17 946 just does not fit with an OLM
(Otto Leder, Meissen) designation of 75:04. I
enclose a typical OLM card for 1904, printed
for Barbados, OLM 692:04. This has a believable Röder number of 43 730. I can but assume that this 17 946 is an isolated mistake.
It should be a number in the 30 or 40 Thousands region, to fit in with the known Röder
schedule. It will be interesting to see if another anomaly turns up?
Actually there is something very odd about
OLM activities in 1904. Chris Ratcliffe sent me
a Chinese card published in Russia, 1176:04
(no specific OLM attribution), with a peculiar
“86” in the lower right hand side. I assume
that it was not printed by Röder with this unusual “86” designation?

NOTE
ç Note 4:
1176:04 and “86” on
card with view of
China, publ. in Russia

❸

❺

Frans Bokelmann sent me examples of
Röder’s work for “Glückstadt & Münden”. He
pointed out that Röder was putting a cross
on these cards. I think this was just a way of
pulling together all the cards for one publisher. Helmfried has discovered who the prefic
“R” referred to. There are many others. “AKL”
for Alfred Krieger, Leipzig, the “155” for an
Australian publisher etc etc. I am sure there
are and will be other examples of these useful indicator marks.

NOTE

❻

TPA 14 we got up to a 1910 Otto Leder card
with the Röder number of 215 940 (circa
1910). This was for Leder in Dresden and not
his previous Meissen. Frans has now gone
one better and sent me a copy of a Leder card
numbered 26:11 and Röder number (New
Register) of 13 652. This 1911 card is now the
latest one I know of for this firm. The card is
of the “Zibinsklamm Tunnel” in Hungary.

ç Note 6: è
Although lacking the “OLM” wording,
this is definitely a Leder card. Anybody got a 1912 or later?
See also the imprinted year date that
corresponds with the OLM code.
Röder number 13652 found in stamp
box belongs to the “New Register”.
(Reproduced from poor copy).
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This card is from ppc
club correspondence.
The mark above Röder
no. stands for stamp on
picture side.

being to take transfers from these pewter
plates and put them upon lithographic
stones, zinc or aluminium plates, and print
off the necessar y quantity by the flat-bed
machine or the fast-running rotary.
In London there is the old house of Novello
and that of Messrs. Curwen and Sons. Of
later date is the firm of C. G. Röder,
which with the Leipzig house has 51
Rotary machines almost entirely employed on music printing.

P H O T O -M E C H A N I C A L I N TAG L I O
E NGRAVING
The skill of the craftsman in photogravure
is not necessarily so great as the art of the
master who makes his pictures by etching,
aquatint, or mezzotint, or by the methods
of pure copperplate engraving. Photogravure is a mechanical photographic process
involving skill and attention in its manipulation. As in aquatint, a resinous grounding
is laid upon the plate – preferably by the
dusting box. The ground is fixed by heat,
and is then ready to receive a carbon tissue
negative, which, when pressed well into
contact, forms a “resist” to the mordant,
allowing the etching fluid to pass through
the positive picture and etch the copperplate. The perchloride of iron etch or mordant is used in about six strengths, the
strongest being used first, as it attacks less
than the more dilute solutions.
As the grain on a photogravure ground is
ver y fine it is possible to utilize full tone
negatives; the breaking up of the tones by
the granulation of the ground being sufficient for copperplate printing methods. Pictures by this process possess all the depth
of a photographs with the softness resulting from the use of coloured printing inks.
This method is often used for portraits and
copies of first-class pictures. But the speed
of production is slow, and to facilitate the
output of pictures of this kind it becomes
imperative to use a process known as
«Rembrandt photogravure».

R EMBRANDT P HOTOGRAVURE
The achievement of printing rapidly from
copperplates by the various die presses has
been repeated in the case of photographically prepared photogravure plates. The
extreme fineness of the grain in pure photogravure is in this process made somewhat
coarser by the intervention of a very closely ruled cross-line screen – finer than those
used for letterpress printing blocks – thus
dividing the work up into areas – mere dots
– large enough to permit of rougher usuage
in printing than for pure photogravure. The
inking and wiping as the printing are all
done mechanically, as in the die presses,
the wiping of the plate being almost entirely effected by the plate or cylinder passing
under a knife or docteur, which scrapes off
the ink cleanly. The whole process is carried out by fast-running machines, and the
products compare admirably with pure
photogravure. The results are of great commercial value, and several companies are
constantly busy meeting the demand. Adaptations of this process and the machines
have been made, in order that machine
photogravure may be applied to newspaper
and other cheap forms of illustration. The
same process has come before the public

under the names of machine photogravure,
Allezzogravure, and Vandyke; Dr. Merten’s
process and Heleure; the Saalberg process
and Vandyke; and mezzogravure. The manipulation is similar, but the skill and adaptation of machinery make the difference.
Works in colour entirely printed by this
process have appeared; but it has been
found more satisfactor y to employ other
printing methods by which to add the colours.
The Rembrandt process was introduced in
1895, and is now know as Rembrandt Gravure, by the “Rembrandt Intaglio Printing
Company”. Their work has gone all over the
world, and, contrary to the general rule in
the case of printing, ver y large consignments go into Germany. Their work for brilliance of production is frequently preferred
to pure photogravure. In the course of long
business experience every form of copying
has passed through her hands, and it is a
common thing to see the title or other printed matter appertaining to the picture treated by the same process.

In direct machine photogravure printing
there has always been a faint tinting or blurring of the line, as in etching, which has
added largely to the effect. In the Renaissance photogravure or indirect method the
same effect is obtained, but is more intensified by reason of the offset prodess, and
gives to the picture the depth and fulness
characteristic of a mezzotint. It may be added that by a special extra cylinder letterpress matter can be added simultaneously.
The machine for this process is in course
of adoption and is being placed on the market by Linotype and Machinery (Ltd.). —
Next issue (IF you can stand more technical stuff), all about Lithographic, collotype
and offset printing.

The success which attended their efforts
has no doubt been the origin of the adaptation of a similar process to printing advertisements in newspaper, or the entire production of periodicals – pictures and type
as well – because the selfsame process is
equally applicable to straight lines and letters as it is to pictures.

N EWSPAPER P HOTOGRAVURE
In this connexion it may be mentioned that
Dr. Mertens was one of the early users of
this process who recognized its full possibilities. By his machine the speed of production was increased to 3,000 per hour, so
that in addition to the picture, he was able
without very serious economical loss to reproduce the letterpress matter as well.
Some of the full-page advertisements in
Continental newspapers show admirably
this application of the process, and its practicability in combining fine photogravure
printing with newspaper work.

R ENAISSANCE P HOTOGRAVURE
In the Rembrandt process the paper is
brought into direct contact with the printing plate or cylinder, and has been found to
give excellent results, but with the development of the offset process a variation in
printing in now known as Renaissance photogravure, in which the plate or cylinder
gives its impression to a rubber-covered
roller. The paper is then pressed agsinst the
rubber roller and the print produced.

Typical high quality (“sepia-look”) postcard
produced by Rembrandt Intaglio Printing Co.
A small trademark ‘RIP’ in circle is almost hidden in down left hand corner. Promotional
imprint on address side reads: “Have you
seen our Rembrandt Gravure inset in the
present issue of «Printer’s Ink» – the 6d journal for serious advertisers? The Rembrandt
Intaglio Printing Co., 36, Basinghall Street,
London, E.C.” P/u but postmark illegible, Halfpenny postage.
Below: View of “Rembrandt Intaglio Printing
Co. Ltd.”, Lancaster, in 1895.
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